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First, upload patient information to cdmNet 

1. Open the patient file on your clinical desktop software.  

2. If cdmNet Desktop detects that the patient has MBS CDM items (GPMP, TCA, GPMP 
Review or TCA Review), a popup appears saying that the patient has an existing 

GPMP/TCA. If this popup doesn’t appear, click the cdmNet Desktop icon ( ) and 
choose Check status from the Desktop menu (if cdmNet Desktop is installed, this icon 
should be in the far right of the screen at the bottom). 

3. Click Create in cdmNet. This uploads the patient’s data onto cdmNet. 

4. After cdmNet uploads the patient data, the Create Health Record screen opens in your 
Internet browser. Tick the patient consent box and then click Accept (at the right), then 
proceed as below. 

If the patient is due for a new GPMP or TCA 

(Should be at least 12 months since the preparation of any previously claimed GPMP.)  

1. Begin the process by clicking Create Care Plan or Referral at the upper left of the 
screen. 

2. cdmNet displays any existing MBS CDM items at the top of the sheet. Select the GPMP 
and/or TCA radio button, then click Continue. 

3. Select the medical conditions to cover, then click Create Care Plan. 

4. Continue as usual with the GPMP and TCA approval process. 

If the patient is due for a GPMP Review or TCA Review 

(Unless exceptional circumstances, should be at least 3 months since the preparation of any 
previous GPMP or GPMP Review.)  

1. Begin the process by clicking Create Care Plan or Referral at the upper left of the 
screen. 

2. cdmNet displays any existing MBS CDM items at the top of the sheet. Select the GPMP 
and/or TCA Review radio button, then click Continue. 

3. Select the medical conditions to cover, then click Create Care Plan.  This creates a draft 
GPMP to replace your existing GPMP and/or TCA. 

4. Edit the care plan on the Planning section as necessary to reflect the patient’s current 
care plan.  

5. Click Commence GPMP Review and continue as usual with the GPMP and TCA review 
process.  
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If the patient is due for neither a new GPMP nor a GPMP Review 

(For example, within 3 months of a prior GPMP or GPMP Review) 

1. Proceed as described above depending on whether the patient’s next visit will be for a 
GPMP or a GPMP Review, but do not complete the approval process (last step in the 
descriptions above) until the patient’s next visit.  Note that in this scenario, neither the 
care team nor the patient will be able to access the cdmNet care plan until you 
approve the GPMP or GPMP Review.	

If you wish to create a non-MBS care plan 

(A care plan where no Allied Health forms or other MBS items are created, apart from HMR 
referrals.)  

1. Proceed to create a care plan, selecting Non-MBS Care Plan when prompted. 

You can choose to convert this care plan to a GPMP/TCA after the care plan has been 
approved. 


